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R         ed couldn’t sleep, which was unusual for her. She had 

been counting down the days to the 15th, and tomorrow 

was the big day – possibly the biggest for the rest of her 

life if previous reality shows were anything to go by.  

 

The thought of becoming a household name felt good and 

the ensuing media attention felt even better. That was 

why she found herself rummaging through the fridge for 

the second time that night unable to settle, excited by the 

thought that for the next two months her life would be 

dominated by the lens of a television camera. 

 

SIX MONTHS EARLIER 

“Mom, Mom!” cried Todd. “Look what I’ve found. I can 

have a tree hut like I’ve always wanted. You just need to 

enter this competition. Enter it now online!!” 

 

 

 

 

 

LET THE  

GAMES BEGIN 



“Stop!” said Red, his Mom. “What tree hut? What  

competition?” 

 

“Mom, it’s a competition to have the whole thing paid 

for! Just enter it so we can win ‘cos the competition closes  

tonight!” 

 

Red leaned over her son Sam’s shoulder to try and get a 

better idea of what he’d discovered online. “That’s not 

just a competition for a tree hut Sam, that’s an entry 

form to be part of a TV show called ‘The Ultimate Tree 

Hut’.” 

 

Red was not her real name. Her birth name was Adele T 

Hood. But Adele had a love for fast cars, and in her early 

twenties she had bought an old white Mustang with a 

bright red hood. Hence the nickname ‘Little Red Racing 

Hood’ and the only part of the name that had really 

stuck was ‘Red’.  

 

“Well can you enter then Mom, please?” begged Sam. “It 

says they pay for the tree hut. Please Mom!” 

 

“I don’t have time right now. I’ll have a look at it this  

evening when I get back from town.” 

 

Red was still in two minds as she filled out the entry form 



online that evening and hit the ‘send’ button. That small 

act had now set in motion countless interviews, auditions,  

castings and more interviews.  

 

Even on the day that she received her acceptance letter, 

she was still in two minds about the thing. Did she really 

want to leave her son for two whole months? How would 

her parents cope with him? Was all this really worth it for 

a free tree hut at the end of the day? And the questions 

only increased in number as the show approached. But 

more than anything, Red detested wasting time. 

 

LET THE GAMES BEGIN 

The morning of the 15th came and Red said her last  

goodbyes to her family and headed off to the  

pre-arranged meeting place for all contestants to begin 

filming.  

 

After a lengthy briefing, the cameras started to roll as the 

teams of four were introduced to each other via a number 

of ‘challenges’.  

 

Red’s team of four was comprised 

of: Herself; Peter Wolfchump  - a  

serious looking middle aged man 

who went by the name ‘Wolf’; a 

older woman called Sunny, who   

 

 



became affectionately known as ‘Granma’. The last  

member of the group was Gray Woodsman, known as 

‘Woody’, an environmentally conscious young man who 

was clearly the most sensitive of the four. 

 

RED’S TREE HOUSE 

So it was that after the first day of challenges, the aptly 

named ‘Try Hards’ found themselves at Red’s house. The  

competition stipulated that each of the teams would 

camp out at each others’ homes for a week while building 

the first half of a tree hut.  

 

At the end of the month they would have a mid-point  

evaluation before rotating around each others’ properties 

for another week to complete the four tree houses.  

Ultimately, based on audience voting, the winning team 

would have its tree houses paid for. 

 

“Everyone should go to bed by 10pm,” said Red to the  

other three team members after they had all assembled 

ready to get started. “That way we can get a good night’s  

sleep and be ready to begin on my tree hut at 6.30am  

after breakfast at 6am. We’ll have breaks at 9am, 1pm 

and 3pm. At 5pm I’ll review our progress and decide on 

an evening’s work schedule (it was summer, and the sun 

wasn’t setting much before 9pm). Actually, come to think 

of it, let’s scrub the afternoon break at 3pm.” 

 

 

 



“I’m pleased you’ve organized a timetable,” said Wolf. 

“That’s certainly the most productive way to approach 

these matters but having said that, I’d first like to see the 

plan of the tree hut. I don’t want to be involved in any  

aspects of work that contravene council building codes.” 

 

“That’s a joke, right?!?” laughed Granma. “It’s a tree hut 

for goodness sake! Actually, that reminds me of a joke – 

‘Knock, knock…” 

 

“Who’s there?” answered Woody, speaking for the first 

time since they’d arrived at Red’s place. 

 

“I haven’t got time to joke around, people!” Red retorted. 

“If we’ve got any chance of winning this thing we need to 

be super focused and single-minded. The time for joking 

will be after we’ve won!” 

 

“Maybe her name should be ‘Jo King’!” whispered 

Granma to Woody, trying hard not to laugh. 

 

“Please don’t draw me into this,” replied Woody  

nervously. “I’m already feeling uncomfortable with the  

intense media scrutiny we’ve had to date without making 

things tense among the four of us also.” 

 

“Hey Red, Woody just said you’re making him feel…” 



“Shush!” exclaimed Woody quietly, whilst grabbing 

Granma’s arm. “Please don’t!” 

 

“What’s that?” asked Red, looking intently at the both 

of them. 

 

“Nothing,” said Woody, whilst muttering to Granma. 

“Stop it. You’ll get us both in trouble.” 

 

Granma just smiled and thought to herself how much fun 

she was going to have over the next eight weeks. Woody 

looked like he’d shrunk to half his actual size, and that  

suited him just fine. 

 

“Red?” asked Wolf. “Can I have a look at the plans for 

your tree hut?” and with that the two of them strode off 

into Red’s kitchen to discuss the work schedule for  

tomorrow. This discussion included materials, tools and 

just about every detail imaginable, which didn’t quite 

suit Red, but Wolf obviously thrived on it. Granma was 

unable to make further conversation with Woody, so she 

too headed off to the kitchen where there seemed to be 

more action. 

 

Woody remained sitting on his own, his first real break 

since the filming began, and wondered if he’d made a  

disastrous decision applying for the show… 

 



The next day started as Red had instructed with  

breakfast on the dot of 6am… for her and Wolf. Woody 

dragged himself in at 6.05am causing Red to comment on 

his lateness, while Wolf thought the same without  

vocalizing it. Woody apologized to both of them but made 

no mention of the pounding headache that had kept him 

awake for half the night.  

 

Granma rolled in close to 6.30am, and lightheartedly 

brushed off the disparaging comments from the two early 

birds. She struck up a conversation with Red about her 

family which annoyed Wolf who felt that every moment 

of the two months was too precious to waste on idle  

chatter. 

 

Work began in a regimented form, with Red instructing 

the ‘Try Hards’ several times that their ultimate goal was 

to win and nothing short of that goal would suffice.  

  

Twice on the first day Red reprimanded Granma for not 

taking things seriously. On the other hand she seemed  

unable to get Woody to focus on the task at hand. He was 

easily distracted by the needs of the others, including 

wanting to help with morning tea for the production 

crew, and going to the aid of a small dog which had  

wandered into Red’s yard and seemed slightly injured. As 

much as Red tried to coax Woody back to work, he  

 



refused until he was assured that 

someone would take the dog off to 

the nearest vet clinic. 

 

The week finally ended with good 

progress, considering it was their first time working  

together as a team. Red felt that Granma had settled 

down after the third day. She was never sure though 

whether Woody, with his quiet ways, liked or disliked her.  

 

Nevertheless, Red was not there to establish lifelong  

friendships. She was there to win, plain and simple, and 

although she liked to be in charge, she felt unnerved by 

Woody’s nature, which seemed to bug her more than it 

ought.  

 

“I guess there are people that you just don’t gel with”, 

Red thought to herself as they travelled together to the 

next project house. 

 

Woody, for his part felt his week had been insufferable. 

Every suggestion he had made (and the truth be told he’d 

made some genius suggestions) had either been ridden 

over roughshod, or completely ignored altogether. That 

was kind of OK, but he seriously doubted whether the  

others needed or wanted him as part of the team. Well, he 

had a feeling they really did need him, but he also felt  



that they had no awareness of their need for his quiet 

skills and his ability to see the big picture in terms of how 

they could work together as a team to get the best efforts 

from everyone involved. 

 

The team had completed their first hut and were ready to 

move on to the next one. 

 

 

 

 



he second week started at around 9.30pm on the  

Sunday night when the four of them arrived at Peter 

Wolfchump’s residence.  

 

Wolf’s home was meticulous. The gardens were  

beautifully manicured. There seemed to be a place for 

everything and everything was in its place. Wolf had 

even gone to the effort of writing detailed instructions for 

every item and system in the house that required even 

the slightest of ‘manual intervention’, as he put it. 

 

“Right,” said Wolf, once everyone was seated in  

prearranged (and labelled) seating. “In the event of an 

emergency…” 

 

“You’re kidding me,” muttered Granma.  

 

“Just listen,” Woody whispered to Granma as he watched 

Wolf ignore Granma’s sarcasm. “At least he’s concerned 

about everybody’s welfare.” 

 

 

 

 

THE WOLF’s 

HOUSE 

T 



Wolf ignored Granma’s interjection.“… I will blow three 

short, sharp blows on an air horn and all members of our 

Try Hard team, and ancillary production staff, will  

assemble by the letter box for a roll call.”  

 

Wolf continued to hand out the instructions labelled 

‘Briefing Packs’. “I have reassessed Red’s timetable 

which had several flaws and have created an amended 

version.” 

 

“Whoa! Hang on a minute!” exclaimed Red. “What was 

wrong with the timetable I created?” 

 

“Several things,” replied 

Wolf. “But I won’t waste the 

time going into them now. 

You’ll see them enumerated 

in the appendix at the back. 

Regardless, your briefing packs include the plan of my 

tree hut, a six day work schedule, relevant council  

bylaws, and a brief four page questionnaire so I can  

better understand how to maximize your talents this 

week.” 

 

“Talk about giving us all the gory details…” said 

Granma, who seemed now to be drained of all humor. 

 

  



“Wow!” said Red, ignoring Granma’s comment. “I think 

with all this, maybe we’re likely to finish Wolf’s tree hut 

this week. His plan is so explicit!” 

 

Woody’s headache wasn’t getting any better, but he  

almost liked the idea of sitting quietly for a time and  

going through Wolf’s questionnaire. 

 

“I’m off to bed for an early start,” said Woody, grabbing 

his gear. “I’m guessing our accommodation upstairs is in  

alphabetical order,” he said, smiling at Wolf. 

 

“As a matter of fact,” said Wolf, returning the smile, 

“that’s exactly how I have prepared the rooms. Great 

guess Woody.”  

 

“Maybe this week is going to be better than the last”, 

thought Woody to himself as he turned and trudged up 

the stairs. 

 

“Finally there seems to be someone who agrees with me 

in terms of focusing on the goal!” Red offered. 

 

“Well time flies when you’re having fun!”, thought 

Granma sarcastically to herself, though what came out of 

her mouth was “I think I’ll hit the sack also,” and off she  

wandered to bed. 

 

 



“That’s strange,” said Wolf to Red after Granma was out 

of sight. “That’s the first time she’s been to bed before 

me. Maybe I’ve won her over with some clear and  

common sense regarding the goal that we’re all here to 

achieve.” 

 

“I seriously doubt it!” replied Red, always quick to speak 

her mind. “I’ve only known her for a week and it’s  

already so obvious that goal-orientation is not one of her 

strengths!” 

 

Two days later things had not got a whole lot smoother 

between the host and the oldest member of the Try 

Hards. 

 

“Hey, what on earth are you doing??” 

said Wolf accusingly to Granma.  

“Who told you to ram those posts in?” 

 

“No one ‘told me’!” said Granma in an irritated tone. 

“Everyone knows that ramming posts into the ground is 

a lot cheaper and quicker than concreting them in. This 

job is getting so far behind with the overemphasis on  

detail that if we don’t hurry up we’ll be lucky to have a 

tree ‘hat’, let alone a winning tree hut!” 

 

“You don’t just change the plans without talking to me!”  



said Wolf. “These have been drafted up by a second year  

architectural student. It might just be a tree hut to you 

but to me it’s a feat of engineering excellence. It might 

not look like the piece of art you might be after for your 

place, but I’m sure it will last longer than what you’ve 

got planned.” 

 

“How dare you accuse me of planning in advance!” said 

Granma, trying to inject a little bit of humor into a tense  

situation, but the attempt was lost on Wolf. 

 

“If you want to offer your engineering prowess,” he said, 

“then I have one word for you – DON’T!” and with that 

Wolf walked off to deal with someone less comical and  

hopefully more obedient. 

 

Granma murmured something under her breath. She  

really hadn’t enjoyed Wolf’s nature from the outset. 

 

Wolf’s building site was as spotless as his home and he 

was nothing if not consistent. He ate the same breakfast, 

lunch and dinner and worked to the same timetable every 

day.  

 

If Wolf was unhappy in any way with any aspect of the 

tree hut progress, or with the reality show itself, he would  

never think of screaming across the yard in the manner  

 



that Red would. In fact Wolf was slow to speak out on 

any subject – painfully slow on occasions as everyone 

found out as the project unfolded. 

 

“Wolf, we’ve got to have a  

decision on whether this tree hut 

will have a verandah or not!” said 

Red for the third time that week. 

 

“I can’t understand it,” said Wolf, almost to himself. 

“I’ve planned this thing for months, even before I knew 

about the show, so I can’t believe that my measurements 

are out… that’s never happened before…” 

 

“Well it has, or they are, or whatever!” retorted Red  

impatiently. “The fact is Wolf we need you to make a  

decision as soon as possible. The rest of the timber is being 

delivered tomorrow lunchtime so you have till 4pm today 

to make the decision. Regardless we can’t go on with your 

original plan!”  

 

“I just need more time to think and a quiet place to do 

it,” said Wolf, speaking begrudgingly over the constant  

whining of the power tools. “I never knew this was going 

to be so hard… so many decisions all at once and ones I 

never anticipated. I really thought I’d considered  

everything. As for having to manage people all over and  



around and through my home; I’m just not use to this 

level of activity and pressure.”  

 

Woody had overheard the latter half of their conversation  

and had wandered over to Wolf and put his hand  

reassuringly on his shoulder.  

 

“I totally get what you mean Wolf about the  

overwhelming nature of this show. I’m so glad that 

there’s someone else in my team that feels like the whole 

thing is too much. But seriously, if you really need to take 

a day or two out, the rest of us can cope. We’ve still got 

another week at your place after this.” 

 

“Thanks,” Wolf muttered. “I think I will take a short 

break,” and he turned sharply and disappeared into his 

home. 

 

“Poor guy,” Woody commented to Red after he was gone. 

“He seems so overcome by all the pressure. We really need 

to give him some space.” 

 

“That’s the last thing we need to do as a team!” said Red, 

annoyed by what Woody had just proposed.  

 

“We’re all out of our comfort zones, but it’s only for a  

couple of months. Surely everyone can bite the bullet and  



last the eight weeks for goodness sake!”  

 

Woody walked off astounded that Red could be so  

heartless and unsympathetic when Wolf was so clearly  

struggling under the stress of the competition. What on  

earth was she thinking? 

 

Red walked off in the other direction annoyed that 

Woody could even suggest they drop their focus from  

anything other than winning the competition. What on 

earth was he thinking?!? 

 

Granma too was annoyed. She was still trying to get over 

Wolf’s treatment of her over ramming in the tree hut 

posts. She in turn was wondering why she’d entered this  

competition in the first place. What on earth had she 

been thinking…? 

 

The team had finished their  

second hut, and it was  

a job well done. But the  

team couldn’t enjoy  

their success they  

were so frustrated  

and weary with  

each other. 

 

 

 

 



o it was that at the end of the second week the four 

members of the Try Hard team found themselves driving 

to the third contestant’s home. Gone was the chatter that 

had filled the vehicle on the ride to Red’s house. Instead 

it was a subdued atmosphere, a mixture of apprehension 

that another person’s home and style would be a further 

test added to their extreme tiredness. 

 

As the entourage turned into Granma’s dimly lit street 

and made its way slowly to number 24, suddenly their 

vehicles were flooded with light as if the sun had burst 

into the night sky. To add to this explosion of light, car 

horns could be heard up and down the street.  

 

GRANMA’S 

HOUSE 

S 



The driver pointed up at his windscreen. “Look at that!” 

he exclaimed. Stretched from one side of the street to the 

other was a huge sign that said “Go Team Try Hard – 

Welcome Back Sunny!!” 

 

A huge smile swept across Granma’s face as she exited the 

car and looked up at the sign. People from all directions 

came running towards her waving their arms and  

cheering. The neighborhood had organized a welcoming 

party complete with barbecues and music.  

 

The look on Granma’s face showed that she was in her  

element with any sense of weariness having disappeared  

completely. She was well known and equally well liked by 

all her neighbors and delighted at their friendliness. It 

didn’t surprise her that they had gone to such an effort on 

her behalf. She would have done at least the same for 

them if they had been in her shoes. 

 

Such an arrival at Granma’s place also told the team that 

they now had become household names in two short and 

very intense weeks and Red was accosted by several 

young people keen on ‘selfies’ with the celebrity and  

seeking autographs.  

 

This attention wasn’t lost on Red, who was quick to share 

her opinion on how the show was progressing but just as  

 



quickly share how she felt that the team were wasting  

precious time. She now wanted to get inside Granma’s 

home and talk about the plan of attack for the coming 

week. 

 

The last two members of the Try Hard team were also  

welcomed by people they neither knew, nor had the  

energy to engage with them. Woody however was polite 

and gracious with his answers, even making an effort to 

ask the odd question despite almost being asleep on his 

feet. 

 

Wolf on the other hand was far from diplomatic. He put 

his head down and almost bulldozed his way through the 

crowd. He lacked confidence with people at the best of 

times and strangers were worse again, but a crowd of 

strangers that now knew him by name felt like a  

nightmare. He tucked himself between two of the film 

crew and let them escort him across the road and into the 

relative safety of Granma’s home.  

 

“Wow! That was simply stunning!” said Granma, finally 

walking into her home almost an hour after Red and Wolf 

and some 30 minutes after Woody. “They would have to 

be some of the best neighbors a woman could have,” and 

she stopped talking abruptly as if catching her breath. 

 

 



If she had been inclined to notice, she would have seen 

that both Red and Wolf looked  

annoyed by the futility of the  

welcome given how valuable their 

time was on the show. But she was 

too excited to notice Wolf’s brooding 

countenance. 

 

“Hey Granma, we need to sit down and look at the week  

ahead. We’ve been sitting here for over 30 minutes in 

which time we could have been considering the ‘plan of 

attack’ for your tree hut.” (Red was prone to speak in  

military terms.) 

 

“Show us your plans.” said Wolf, void of any expression. 

 

“Plans? What?? Oh yes, plans,” said Granma, having 

now been brought back to earth with something of a 

thud. “I sketched up something. I’ll go and see if I can 

find it,” and off she went. 

 

“What does she mean by ‘if’ she can find it’?!?” asked 

Red, almost spitting out the question. “Don’t tell me 

she’s not even sure where it is!” 

 

“Don’t be too harsh on her,” said Woody defensively. 

“She was on such a high with that reception from her   



neighbors that she hasn’t come back down to earth yet. 

Give her a little time to get organized.” 

 

Something told Wolf that a month of Sundays would not 

be enough time for this woman to get organized. He was  

already beginning to plan how he would pay back the 

loan for his tree hut materials given that they we so  

unlikely to win with this disorganized team member. 

 

Granma was back quicker than anyone expected, but 

with cookies, cake, and hot chocolate, rather than the 

plan she’d supposedly gone off to hunt for. 

 

“Here you go everyone,” she called to them as she passed 

around the drinks and the food.  She’d been unimpressed 

by both Red and Wolf’s lack of hospitality in the first  

fortnight and vowed that people would be treated much 

more warmly when it was her turn.  

 

Woody enthusiastically received his supper, which was 

more than could be said for the other two. Red once again 

articulated what Wolf was thinking.  

 

“Where is the tree hut plan Granma?” she briskly  

enquired again. 

 

“I’ll have it to show you at breakfast tomorrow Red. In  



the meantime, I need to know what your food preferences 

are for the week because a well fed team is a happy 

team.” 

 

Whilst there was some agreement with her sentiment, the 

three knew it was futile to push Granma to be more  

organized at the end of a hard second week. Woody was 

grateful for her efforts and responded in kind. Red and 

Wolf knew it was pointless to get anything else  

constructive out of her this evening and resigned  

themselves to a fresh start in the morning. 

 

There was little doubt by the end of breakfast the next 

day that Granma should have applied for a reality chef 

show. Her cooking was magnificent and she had Red and 

Woody laughing out loud the 

entire time. Her quick wit 

was one of her greatest assets 

and she had a warmth to her 

that was infectious.  

 

She had managed to find her first draft of the tree hut 

plan which wasn’t perfect, but was passable to begin 

work with. The week was starting with the most fun the 

team had had together so far. 

 

“Granma, when are the building materials arriving on  

 



site?” asked Woody a little later in the day. 

 

“Oh Woody,” said Granma keeping her voice down so the 

other two wouldn’t hear her. “I meant to email the  

material list through to the hardware store last week, but 

I got distracted talking to one of the film crew (I think he 

likes me) and it slipped my mind.  

 

Granma looked around to see who else might be listening, 

then carried on confiding in Woody in a muted tone: “But 

here’s the thing. See that light green fence two houses 

away? That’s my neighbor Tom. He’s such a sweetie. He 

works for the local hardware firm and he said he’d love to 

help in any way he could to pay me back for the help I 

gave his eldest son who was in trouble at the local high 

school last year. Anyway, he comes home every lunch 

time in his work truck. Take my phone. Here’s his num-

ber and the timber list. Give him a call and he’ll deliver it 

himself around midday. Red and Wolf will be none the 

wiser. It’ll be our little secret,” and giving Woody a 

cheeky wink, she turned and headed off to avert another 

crisis. 

 

 

 

 



That was one of a number of events and mishaps that 

were directly attributable to Granma’s lack of planning 

and organization.  

 

For the most part, Granma’s relationship with her  

neighbors seemed to prevent her getting into too much 

trouble. The old gentleman at the end of the street was 

called on more than once to offer timely engineering  

advice. The young couple who Granma regularly babysat 

for, brought enough food over daily that Granma really  

only had to worry about breakfast for the team.  

 

Red was impressed by Granma’s ability to handle the  

pressure that her disorganization caused her and was  

continually amazed by how quickly she could make a  

decision and how often her decision appeared reasonably 

thought through despite the lack of time for that to be 

the case. 

 

Wolf on the other hand was not impressed in the  

slightest, and as work on the tree house continued in fits 

and starts, he became more and more agitated with 

Granma’s style of working. In the final analysis, they had 

made as much headway on her tree hut as the other two, 

but something about the way she functioned irked him 

even more than he thought reasonable.  

 

 



“The end certainly doesn’t justify the means”, pondered 

Wolf to himself. “She may have scraped through this 

week, but this style of ‘flying by the seat of your pants’ 

means she’s only ever one event away from an absolute 

calamity. I really don’t want to be associated with a team 

that comes last for no good reason.”  

 

Wolf had all but made up his mind to withdraw from the 

competition at the half way mark, genuinely concerned 

that the levels of stress that Granma was causing were  

becoming highly detrimental to his health. 

 

Granma finished the week with a bang consistent with 

her approach to life. At the very last moment on the  

Friday evening she decided, without consulting anyone, 

she’d throw a party on the Saturday night for the team, 

and for the neighborhood that had been so especially 

helpful during the past week.  

 

However when the team 

caught wind of the plan 

they called an immediate 

team meeting.  

 

“Granma, we’re not  

having a party tomorrow 

night or at any stage prior  

 

 



to the end of the competition. You might find it  

energizing to be around as many people as possible, but I 

would find it a distraction from our primary goal,” said 

Red, kicking the meeting off. 

 

“I like the idea,” said Woody, endeavoring to be as  

supportive as possible. “I suspect, like Red, that it would 

probably boost your morale, but I really don’t think I 

could cope with a large gathering at the end of this week. 

I’m starting to stress about heading to my place next so 

I’d really appreciate it if you would reconsider the party 

idea. Would you mind?” 

 

Wolf just sat there listening, unwilling to contribute.  

 

“What do think, Wolf?” asked Woody, keen to involve  

everyone equally. 

 

“Absurd idea,” said Wolf, struggling to express even that. 

 

Granma could see she was outnumbered and reluctantly 

agreed to let the idea go, which also meant undoing a  

number of conversations she’d already had with neighbors 

about the party being a certainty.  

 

This whole scenario highlighted Granma’s two biggest  

issues: organizing too slowly and organizing too quickly.  

 

 

 



On the one hand she failed to adequately organize  

activities in advance. On the other she raced ahead and 

organized activities too quickly without consulting others 

and prioritizing what should be done first. No wonder she 

frustrated people like Wolf! 

 

 

 



unday night found the team in low spirits for the final 

‘Round One’ team Try Hard briefing at Woody’s place.  

 

The team sat for a full hour in his sitting room while 

Woody went out to speak with a neighbor about two of 

his pets that were not coping well in his absence. By the 

time he returned stress levels were running high. 

 

“I’m so sorry guys,” said Woody, puffing from the run 

back to his place. “My dog is really unhappy with me  

being away. She’s not eating like normal and is sulking 

most of the day. I may have to take her to the vet  

tomorrow morning unfortunately. On top of that my  

closest neighbor’s mother just got rushed into hospital 

and the guy across the street’s car was burgled last night 

so I had a quick chat to both of them to see if there was 

anything I could do.” 

 

“Hang on Woody!” cried Red. “I understand that it 

might be stressful for you to have a dejected dog, but you  
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can’t stop work for every sad animal. Let me remind you 

of why we’re here. We start work on your tree hut  

tomorrow. That needs to be our 

focus tonight and for the entire 

week!” 

 

“Why was your neighbor’s mother rushed to hospital 

Woody?” asked Granma, understanding how passionate 

he could be about people. 

 

“Oh, for goodness sake people!” said Red forcefully. 

“We’re not here to play Mother Theresa to the world! 

We’re here for one reason and one reason only – to win 

this competition! I’ll remind you again – if you didn’t 

think you could put your lives on hold for eight short 

weeks, then you shouldn’t have signed up!” 

 

“Red’s right.  I’m sorry everyone,” said Woody  

apologetically.  

 

“I’ll do my very best to remain focused on the competi-

tion. I have tried to follow Wolf’s example and produced 

packs for you all. There are two simple plans, two materi-

als lists, and a few possible roles for the week, but I really 

want to discuss this with everyone and get your opinions 

as to whether or not you think I’m on track.” 

 

 



“You’ve done great Woody,” said Granma  

enthusiastically. “Let me know what I can do to help in 

terms of the neighbors and your pets.” 

 

Red was just about to open her mouth to make her ‘one 

single focus’ speech when she noticed Granma turn and  

give her a look that said ‘One more word out of you and 

you’ll see what I’m really capable of if you keep having a 

go at Woody!’ The words never made it out of Red’s 

mouth.  

 

This would be a challenging week, Red knew. She felt  

aggravated by Woody’s ‘lifeless approach to life’ and felt 

increasingly agitated by it. His delay due to 

‘inconsequential issues’ had wound her up even more and 

his frail attempt to be decisive in his work plan for the 

week had really irritated her.  

 

Red was also aware though that her response to Woody 

was somewhat excessive and how that seemed to only 

make matters worse. 

 

By now Wolf was already half way through Woody’s 

notes and not at all interested in being involved in con-

frontation. He could, however, understand Red’s annoy-

ance at Woody’s distraction with his neighborly issues. 

 

 



Work began in the morning as well as it had at any of the 

previous properties.  

 

Granma really liked how concerned Woody was with  

everyone including the film crew. He was constantly  

checking if people had enough to eat, if they needed more  

sunblock, or if they wanted more fluids. However things  

weren’t so splendid in every area.  

 

“Woody dear,” said Granma, approaching the subject as 

tactfully as she could. “You have such a marvelous way 

with people, you really do. But we really need you to 

make some decisions – not Red, not Wolf, not me, but 

you. You need to make a final decision on the floor to 

ceiling height of your tree hut because it’s holding up our 

material order. Also, you don’t need to ask everyone 

what they want for every meal. Just make some decisions 

yourself. So long as people have some choice, that’s more 

than sufficient.” 

 

“I’m sorry Granma, but I hate the idea of doing someone 

harm who may have an allergy,” he said in his defense.  

”But you’re right. It’s an easy trap for me to fall into,  

fussing over everyone.” 

 

The next day Woody found Wolf in deep concentration 

over the plans of his tree hut.   

 



“What’s up Wolf?” asked Woody. 

 

“Just looking at your plans Woody,” replied Wolf.  “Are 

you aware that if you go for the lower roof height that 

Red told you to adopt, you won’t be able to have a  

mezzanine floor for the beds?” 

 

“I actually was aware of that Wolf”, said Woody  

dejectedly, “but Red seemed so annoyed with me I just 

couldn’t be bothered arguing with her. I know I’ve got a 

pretty good plan that I’m really happy with. I’ve really 

thought it through carefully. But I’ve got so many  

people’s opinions to cope with it just seems easier in some 

ways to let other people decide for me. We’ve had such a 

trying first three weeks that I really wanted this week to 

have as few confrontations as possible.” 

 

“Well you may not be getting all you had hoped for. Look 

who’s coming!”  

 

From across the yard a very red-faced Red was striding  

towards them appearing to be bent on chewing someone’s  

ear off (an event that you might expect from Wolf rather 

than Red from previous Fairy Tale history). 

 

“What on earth did you tell Granma, Woody??  

Demanded Red. “We agreed to go for the lower pitch roof  

 

 

  



and now I see Granma starting to use the last pieces of 

lumber to cut rafters at a different angle from the original 

plans! We’ve talked about this and I told you it wouldn’t 

work and you agreed. Now what are you going to do 

about it Woody?!?”, challenged a very wound up Red. 

 

“I… I know we… have you talked to Granma, Red? I 

need to go and see if lunch is ready. Wolf, can you and 

Red go and talk to Granma and come to some agreement 

that works for everyone?”  

 

With that Woody retreated to the house to prepare the  

lunchtime meal. As he entered he was so glad for the  

relative calmness of his home he felt like locking the door 

behind him and never making another decision again. 

 

Red was fuming, and totally infuriated by Woody’s 

‘organizational impotence’, as she put it. She was just 

about to vent to Wolf when he too held up his hand to 

her and said, “Not my circus, not my monkeys Red!” 

 

The week finished with less being completed on Woody’s 

project than any of the others, largely due to his  

unwillingness to make timely decisions, and to deal with 

people’s unhappiness with his decisions, coupled with the 

ease with which he could be distracted by the genuine 

needs of those around him.  

 



Both Wolf and Granma had some degree of empathy for 

him which absolutely perplexed Red. She felt that 

Woody’s inability to make decisions and follow through 

on them was inexcusable.  Red intended to raise the issue 

over the following two days at their ‘Midway Team  

Retreat’.  

 

 

 

 



he ’Midway Team Retreat’ had been organized by the  

executive producer of the show in response to the number 

of difficulties that all of the teams were having over  

personality issues.  

 

The conflict made great viewing, and the show’s rating 

was encouragingly high, but the show’s management was 

concerned that some teams might not even make it to the 

second round without some timely intervention. 

 

The team arrived at the 5 star Hotel on the Friday night 

and everyone went straight off to bed at 9pm, not so 

much because of inter-member hostilities, but because 

they were simply exhausted. 

 

The Saturday morning began with a breathtaking buffet 

breakfast (the show’s producers must really have been  

concerned about losing teams), following their best night 

of sleep on the show to date.  

 

 

 

THE MIDWAY 

RETREAT 

T 



As usual, Granma was the last to show for breakfast and 

she found Woody sitting by himself with Red and Wolf 

chatting to each other at a nearby table. 

 

“So what do you think Woody?” Granma asked him,  

unable to suppress a grin. “Will this retreat be ‘out of the 

frying pan and into the fire’ for team Try Hard?”  

 

“Oh Granma, I can’t see how this can be fixed.  We’re 

just so different!” he responded despairingly. 

 

Straight after breakfast the 

Try Hard team was called in 

to take a table in the  

conference room at the  

venue along with the  

majority of other breakfast 

attendees.  

 

By the look of them all, team Try Hard was not the only 

team encountering a few personality difficulties. Wolf  

estimated there were probably 20 people in the room, so 

he guessed there were four other teams besides the ‘Try 

Hards’.  

 

Wolf felt uncomfortable at being among so many people,  

all of whom were strangers. He hoped they would soon  



finish with this large group-based activity and move on to 

more individually-focused tasks.  

 

“Hi everyone.  I’m your facilitator and I’d like to get 

straight into our activity for this morning.  So, when I 

say ‘go’, please stand at your respective tables, push your 

chairs in, and move to the center of the room. Okay—

go!”, and there was a shuffling of chairs and feet as  

everyone congregated in the center of the room. 

 

“Now – when I say ‘go’ again, I want you to move to the 

back of the room if you would describe yourself as quiet, 

reflective or introverted, or alternately, come to the front 

of the room if you would describe yourself as outgoing or  

extroverted. Okay, go!” 

 

A number of people raised their hands and asked, “What 

if I’m sort of in the middle – kind of 50/50 – half  

introverted and half extroverted?” 

 

“Great question,” said the facilitator. “For the purpose of 

this activity, I want no ‘fence sitters’. I know this will be 

difficult, because some of you are genuinely half and half, 

but for now choose to go one way or the other.” 

 

Not surprisingly Red and Granma found themselves at 

the extraverted end of the room with the facilitator, and 



Wolf and Woody  found themselves at the opposite end. 

The other attendees had also split themselves evenly with  

ten people at  the ‘outgoing’ end of the room and ten at 

the more ‘reflective’ end. 

 

The facilitator then went on to say; “I want you to stay 

at your respective ends of the room because next I’m  

going to separate you again so you end up in four groups. 

So, stay at your respective ends of the room, but now I 

want you to shift either left or right depending on  

whether you’re more goal orientated, or people focused. If 

you are more goal orientated, go to the left corners, and if 

you’re people focused, go to the right corners.” 

 

“Is this based on work or personal life?” a participant 

asked. 

 

“That’s another great question!” replied the facilitator. 

“This is based on your natural style such as when you are 

at home and you’re not under pressure. What I mean by 

that is, certain events and circumstances can push us to 

adapt our personality type. I want you now to move to 

the corner that fits your personality when you are the 

natural ‘you’. And again, no ‘fence sitters’ at this stage 

please.” 

 

Once again the room separated, this time forming four  

 



groups in the four corners of the room, with even  

numbers in each group (something that seldom occurred 

in the facilitator’s experience).  

 

THE RED GROUP:  

EXTRAVERTED AND GOAL ORIENTED  

“Well done everyone. Now let’s look at the four groups. 

Firstly, in this corner to my left are what we call the 

‘Reds’.” 

 

Woody shot a glance at Wolf in the corner across from 

him and both smiled at the irony that the personality  

color even matched Red’s name. This was going to be 

more enjoyable than he first thought. The facilitator  

continued. 

 

“The earth element that symbolizes the ‘Reds’ is fire, and 

not surprisingly the vehicle that might best describe them 

is the fire engine.”  

 

Little pockets of laughter broke out around the room, but 

the Reds seemed unperturbed. 

 

THE YELLOW GROUP:  

EXTRAVERTED AND PEOPLE ORIENTED  

“The ‘Reds are outgoing, and goal oriented. Then to my  



right we have the ‘Yellows’. Yellows are outgoing, like 

the Reds, but are more people focused rather than being 

goal oriented. The vehicle that might best describe them 

is a sports car.”  

 

A few hands shot up in the air along with cries of “yes!”  

and “come on!!”  

 

“The earth element that best symbolizes them is the 

sun.” (More cheers and laughter.) Granma was  

particularly amused that her earth element was her  

actual name— Sunny! She proceeded to effervescently 

tell the rest of the team, and in fact the whole room,  

about this rather special coincidence. 

 

The facilitator then walked to the middle of the room.  

 

THE GREEN GROUP:  

INTROVERTED AND PEOPLE ORIENTED 

“Our third group is similar to Yellow in that they are  

people focused, but tend to be quieter. We call them the 

Greens and a vehicle that might possibly best describe 

them would be a bus. The earth element that best  

symbolizes them is the forest.” 

 

Woody smiled at this thought, and then noticed a  

number of other Greens also smiling approvingly. It  

 



seemed like the groupings were striking a chord with most 

of the people in the first three groups, including those 

that had objected to being told originally not to ‘fence 

sit’. 

 

The facilitator pointed to the final corner. 

 

THE BLUE GROUP:  

INTROVERTED AND GOAL ORIENTED 

“The fourth group is called the ‘Blues’ as symbolized by 

the earth element of the sea. The vehicle that might best  

represent this group is the Smart Car.” 

 

Wolf failed to smile along with the rest of his group.  

However he did notice a number of them nodding  

approvingly as did he. No exuberance – just understated 

agreement. 

 

“I’d now like to ask you several questions, but you’ll need 

a piece of paper for this part of the exercise. Please send 

one person from your group to get a piece of paper and a 

marker pen.” 

 

One person from the Blues, without the necessity of 

group discussion, walked to the table and picked up a 

blue marker pen (what else would be appropriate?) and a 

large piece of paper.   

 

 

 



Several people from the Greens offered to go and  

everyone was politely thanked for their offer. With a  

little servant-hearted to-and-fro, one person eventually 

came up to get a marker pen and piece of paper.  

 

The Yellows all came up together (none had really been  

listening to the instruction), and when they realized 

they’d got it wrong they thought it was a big joke. As a 

group they took back two pieces of paper and three pens, 

a brown, a purple and an yellow pen.  

 

The Green volunteer waited patiently for the Yellow 

team members (who were taking their time chatting) as 

they collected their materials, despite the fact that he’d 

arrived slightly ahead of the others.  

 

A member of the Red team arrived last. They had  

debated who should go to collect the materials with  

forceful suggestions from each member.  

 

At last someone was chosen but before they went Red  

herself said, “Look, don’t worry about it. It’s just a piece 

of paper and a pen,” and off she walked to retrieve the  

required materials.  

 

She arrived back at the group with a black marker pen. It 

had been the closest to her side of the table and no one  

 



questioned her choice of color. 

 

“Right!” said the facilitator. “Please tack your paper to 

the wall and I’ll give you three questions. Write them on 

your paper before you start to discuss the answers”.  

 

“Okay, the first is this: What are the characteristics of 

your personality type?” 

 

“The second question to write about a third of the way 

down the page is this: What do you struggle with in other 

personality types?” 

 

“Now before I give you the third question discuss those 

first two in your groups and write your answers  

underneath them.” 

 

The facilitator pressed ‘play’ on the stereo system and the 

Yellows immediately started moving to the rhythm of the 

song playing. It was only a couple of people from the Blue 

group, and one or two Greens that recognized the piece of 

music playing – a classic 60’s song about communication. 

The facilitator smiled as he watched the four groups react 

almost as if to a script.  

 

The Blues stood quietly while one took the lead. It might 

have looked like they were disinterested, but they were  

  



simply getting on with the job, 

and bullet pointing their  

answers in precise, legible  

language.  

 

The Yellows on the other hand could be heard from  

other parts of the building, let alone the room itself. It 

might have appeared to onlookers that they weren’t  

taking the activity seriously, judging from the hilarity.  

 

Despite having only acquainted themselves with each 

other just minutes earlier, the Yellows seemed as if 

they’d known each other for years, considering all the 

back slapping and arm punching going on.  

 

The Yellows also seemed to be the only group that had 

either heard the questions incorrectly, or written them 

down wrongly, or both, because their two questions did 

not resemble the other three groups. Nor did they use 

bullet points with their answers.   

 

The Greens by contrast looked friendly, courteous and 

in genuine and attentive discussion with each other.   

 

Juxtaposed to the Green’s, in the far corner, the Reds 

looked anything but a group. The looks on their faces  

indicated that they may have been bored with the  

 



activity and would have preferred to be leading it  

themselves.  They were the first to finish, had the shortest 

of answers, and in fact the response to question number 

two simply said ‘opposite of above’. They saw no need to 

waste time or ink on the obvious. 

 

The facilitator expected the Reds to be finished first and 

they appeared to be waiting impatiently for others to do 

the same. Conversely the Yellows, who were enjoying  

every minute of their time together, seemed likely not to  

finish the activity at all.  

 

The Greens on the other hand had completed the  

questions in a compliant manner, making little fuss,  

without questioning the facilitator along the way.  

 

The Blues alternatively had asked for clarification several 

times, in order to produce a perfect result. They also were 

producing the longest and most detailed responses.  

 

The facilitator once again smiled at how comfortable  

people seemed in their various groups despite the number 

of people that had originally insisted that they belonged 

right in the middle of the outgoing/quiet continuum, or 

the goal/people continuum, or both. 

 

“Okay!” said the facilitator, turning down the music. “60 



more seconds to complete your answers and then we will 

hear back from your groups.” This seemed to annoy the 

Reds to have to wait a minute longer. 

 

RED GROUP’S   

PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS 

“All right then – time’s up. Let’s hear what you’ve got to 

say in answer to those two questions. I need to let the 

Reds go first, because… well let’s just say, they feel like 

they should go first!” 

 

It was a risky thing to say with people he’d never met  

before, but having done this countless times, he knew the  

risk was minimal, and true to form the Reds simply  

nodded their approval, and the other three groups 

grinned in an understanding fashion. 

 

“If I was going to introduce the Reds with a piece of  

music,’ he continued, “it would probably be this,” and on 

came a driving 80’s classic rock anthem beating out  

lyrics to do with defeating an enemy. This time nodding 

heads joined the smiles of the Reds as the song volume 

reduced.   

 

“So Reds, tell us about your traits.” 

 

“Well,” said Red, starting without consulting the other  



members of the group, who would happily have done  

exactly the same. “These are our traits. We’re straight to 

the point. Okay, so we might step on people’s toes  

sometimes, but we get the job done, without pussy  

footing around. We’re good in a crisis, and if there’s no 

one taking charge, then there will be once we turn up. 

We’re exactly like our symbolic vehicle, the fire engine, 

that responds to our earth element of fire without having 

to form a committee.”  

 

Her own group nodded fervently when she made that  

final point. Her comments were also met with smiles and 

some sniggering from around the room, which she  

roundly ignored with the greatest of ease. 

 

“And there are a few things we can’t stand.” 

 

“Only a few?” someone called out teasingly from the  

Yellow group. 

 

Red continued without missing a beat. “We absolutely  

cannot stand time wasters. It’s okay to consider people, 

but life isn’t about sitting round camp fires singing  

Kumbaya! We also can’t stand ambivalence. You’re  

either in or you are out in our opinion so make up your 

mind!” 

 

 

 

 



“Fantastic, thanks!” said the facilitator.  

 

YELLOW GROUP’S  

PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS 

“I’d now like to introduce the Yellow group,” and this 

time over the speaker system came the lyrics of an upbeat 

song that spoke of life being one big party. It set the 

whole Yellow team dancing. 

 

“So tell us – what makes you ‘Yellow’ in your personality 

type?”  

 

The group members looked at each other, smiled, then 

several of them started to talk at once and then laughed, 

before Granma raised her hand and said she would begin.   

 

“We love life! That’s why we love that 

our vehicle is a bright yellow sports car,” 

she said, high fiving two others. We love 

talking and we love being a source of  

energy – just like our friend the sun. And 

we don’t mind a bit of fun in the work place. We’re not 

super fans of routine, and can chop and change between 

tasks with ease. We love new ideas and getting a project 

underway. Hey – and we love a good challenge!” 

 

The facilitator was not surprised that Granma listed twice  



as many qualities as the group had written down. He 

assumed they had talked about them at length. 

 

“And what sort of issues do Yellow struggle with?” 

 

“How long have you got?” asked Granma jokingly. 

“Okay. What do we struggle with? Detail.  Too much 

detail drives us crazy. And boredom. We really dislike 

being bored and tied down…” 

 

“And people not laughing at our jokes!” piped up  

another group member. 

 

“And not having the lime light!” added another, “or 

should I say the ‘yellow’ light??” 

 

While people were still chuckling at this comment, and 

before everyone in the Yellow group began speaking at 

once, the facilitator quickly pulled the potential chaos 

in saying, “So, now, on to the Greens”. 

 

GREEN GROUP’S  

PERSONALITY DESCRIPTION 

“If I was to play a song to introduce the Green’s,” the  

facilitator continued,  “it would be this…”, and over 

the speaker system, at a lower volume than the previous 

song, came the lyrics of a song which talked about being  



a friend and helping out in times of trouble.  

 

The Greens smiled self-consciously while a number of  

people in the other groups clapped the appropriateness of 

the song. 

 

“Tell us what makes a Green a Green?” invited the  

facilitator. 

 

The Greens looked at each other, even though they had  

already chosen who would speak on their behalf.  

 

“Are you sure you’re happy for me to speak?” Woody 

asked the others, who in return gave him a collaborative  

nod to speak on their behalf.  

 

“There are probably people who could do this better than 

I can,” he began apologetically, “but I’ll give it a go. So, 

what is it that makes us a Green personality style? Well, 

we really relate to the calmness of the forest, so that was 

a good point that you made,” looking to the facilitator.  

 

The facilitator was not at all surprised that the Greens 

were the first group to compliment him. 

 

“It’s really important for us to get on well with people. 

We do understand that there’s always work to be done,  



but we always see goals in the context of relationships. 

We believe people come first. We like politeness and cour-

tesy and manners; things that some people might see as  

traditional.” 

 

Some of the Red group was feigning nausea (at least it 

looked like they were feigning…). 

 

“We tend to let others speak first which makes some  

people think that we don’t have an opinion, which is  

often not the case at all. We’re just not pushy with our 

views so the image of the peaceful forest resonates with 

us. So does our vehicle being a bus.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We like to make sure that as many people as possible are 

‘on board’, and we really notice if the bus pulls away with 

some people still standing on the sidewalk.” 

 

“What do you struggle with in other personality types?” 

asked the facilitator. 

 



“Well, we don’t mean to put anyone down, but we can 

struggle with people who are loud and forceful, the kind 

of people who do all the talking and not ask us our  

opinion. In particular it’s hard for us to relate to people 

that we consider rude and arrogant. We also don’t  

appreciate being forced to make quick decisions when it’s 

likely to have a detrimental impact on others. We need 

time to try and come to a win/win with both goals and 

relationships.” 

 

“Fantastic! Thanks Greens.”  

 

BLUE GROUP’S  

PERSONALITY DESCRIPTION 

“And now to the Blues, whom I have great pleasure in  

introducing with this song,” commented the facilitator, 

and over the speaker system came the lyrics to a song 

saying that the best kinds of people were those who kept 

their mouths shut and their thoughts to themselves.   

 

Once again, as if to script, the Blues smiled and clapped, 

and many of the Reds and Yellows did the same in both  

acknowledgement and support. 

 

“Well,” said Wolf who had been nominated as the  

representative of the Blues. “That song pretty much sums 

it up for us. We prefer to talk when we’ve got something  



to say, and we certainly don’t open our mouths prior to  

thinking.”  

 

Wolf then turned to the bulleted points on their paper. 

He didn’t know how to just speak off the cuff as Red and 

Granma had. His group had done the work to produce  

answers and he would honor them by reading each line 

out in full just as they had written it down. 

 

“Firstly, facts and figures are important to us. The world 

runs on detail and as much as we appreciate good ideas, 

they must always be well thought through and calculated 

before any time or money is spent on them. Secondly, it’s 

true that we can be sticklers for rules and regulations, but 

we’ve saved plenty of heartache over the years by our  

compliant approach.  And thirdly we’re not afraid of our 

own company. In fact, it’s probably our preference, given 

a choice. But we do have dislikes”.   

 

“Firstly,” Wolf continued, “we don’t like being pressured 

time-wise with inadequate information. In fact we don’t 

like inadequate information full stop. Secondly, we don’t 

like people waffling on about nothing.” 

 

“Here, here!” said someone from the Red corner. 

 

“Please don’t interrupt,” said Wolf.  “You had your turn  

 

 



and went first and now it’s our turn.  Our second dislike is  

people who flout rules as if they exist for a joke - they 

don’t. We believe rules exist to create order. They arise 

out of compromise and consideration for everyone’s 

views. The chances are they protect the kind of people 

that are forever bending and breaking them.” 

 

This addition to the Blues’ bullet points was met with  

vigorous agreement from the other members of his group. 

 

“And lastly, we can’t stand people who interrupt our day 

with issues that may be  

important to them, but aren’t to 

us. If you have a question to ask 

us we prefer it if you ask it  

formally by email or text. Then 

we can reflect on it quietly and 

prioritize it, based on our own personal ‘To Do’ list.” 

 

“You’re joking!” said Granma. “That’s the main issue I 

have with Blues. I’ll be standing no more than five feet 

from them and they’ll send me a question via a text. 

Why, for goodness sake, can’t they just open their 

mouths and simply ask the question so I can give an  

instant response?” 

 

“Out of respect for your question,” replied Wolf. 

 



“Say what?!?” said Granma incredulously. 

 

“Wolf’s right,” volunteered another member of the Blue 

group.  

 

“We appreciate your time and your own priorities so out 

of respect we’ll give your query proper and thoughtful  

attention. It takes us time to process a thorough answer. 

The result will come back to you in written form so both 

you and I have a long-time record of it and something to 

refer to.”   

 

“But I don’t want time to process an answer!’ said 

Granma.  “I do my processing verbally as I answer. If 

you give me a day to think about, I probably won’t  

remember what it’s all about. I’d prefer to talk about it 

at the time and develop my thinking around the topic as 

I talk.” 

 

“I think you may have exposed the crucial issue between 

personality types,” interjected the facilitator, as if he was 

a referee stepping in between two boxers. “Different isn’t 

wrong, it’s just different. In fact, I want you to repeat 

that statement with me, out loud together – ‘Different 

isn’t wrong, it’s just different’”.   

 

Everyone duly repeated the statement with the  

 



facilitator. 

 

“I know I said ‘no’ to fence sitters just to divide you all  

initially into the four main personality types, but the fact 

is that people will seldom fall 100% into a single group. I  

may be primarily Yellow for instance, but I’m likely to 

have secondary traits in either the Red and/or Green 

types.  

 

“That’s right,” said someone in the Blue group. “I really 

struggled to decide whether I’m more outgoing or quiet  

and reflective. I really consider myself to be right on the 

middle line.  On top of that, I could relate to a couple of 

the Red traits. So what am I? Blue or Red? Or am I Blue/

Green/Red? What about the people who aren’t any one 

primary type?” 

 

“Great point,” replied the facilitator, “so here’s a  

question I often ask. It seems to help a lot of people in 

your situation. If you had to spend the rest of your life 

with just one other personality type on a deserted island, 

which would you least prefer that type to be?” 

 

Even before the facilitator had finished the question, a 

number of the Blues started pointing at the Yellow 

group. 

 

 

 

 



“No question, no offence, but it would be torturous to 

spend the remainder of my days on this earth with an  

extreme Yellow,” said the person who had asked the  

question, verbally confirming their thoughts. “One of us 

would end up losing our lives!”   

 

Fortunately the comment was taken in the right spirit 

and everyone laughed, with the loudest laughter coming 

from the Yellow quarter. 

 

“Most people will have a primary strength,” the  

facilitator continued. “Then they’ll have secondary 

strengths in either of the two adjacent types to them. The 

final clarifying factor of your primary type is that it sits 

opposite the type that you struggle with the most. In 

fact, point now to the type that you think you struggle 

with the most?”  

 

Almost all of the people on the room pointed to the  

opposite corner.  

 

“I now want you to  walk clockwise round the room until 

you end up in the corner of your opposite.” Everybody 

obliged.  



“Now – for the third question: “What is it that you could 

do to better relate to your opposite?” 

 

“Get a lobotomy!” said Red out loud from the Green  

corner where she now stood.  

 

Although she showed no signs of regret at articulating 

that comment, and a number of people had laughed at it, 

she did have a fleeting thought that maybe it wasn’t  

appropriate.   

 

“Sorry,” she countered. “Probably I shouldn’t have said 

that. Maybe this Green corner has got to me already!” 

 

“So,” the facilitator continued whilst flashing a brief grin 

at her, “go ahead now, in your groups, and answer that  

final question – how might you adapt your natural style 

to better relate to someone in the opposite corner to  

yourself?” 

 

The facilitator could see some pained faces on the  

participants as they considered how to better interact 

with their opposite, but these diminished as people 

thought creatively about how to improve relationships 

with people that were quite different from them.  

 

 



Once the groups had had enough time to process their  

answers, the facilitator called for their attention once 

again. 

 

“Now this is really crucial,” he said continuing. “Every 

type has meaningful strengths and converse challenges. 

The chances are your opposites have some significant  

attributes that can actually be used to help to make 

your life better and more effective. These could well  

complement your weaknesses and vice versa.  

 

So let’s hear what you have to say. Let’s start with the 

Greens this time. What do you need to do to adapt your 

style to better communicate with the Reds?” 

 

After a moment’s pause, Woody responded again for the 

Greens. “We think we might need to tolerate their  

forthrightness a bit more and maybe be careful not to 

interrupt them,” said Woody speaking for the Greens 

once again. “How does that sound?” 

 

“I get what you’re saying,” commented the facilitator, 

“but I think what you’re doing is actually being even 

more Green. Can I suggest what you’d need to do is to 

think and act a little more like a Red? That means  

actually following their ways and becoming more  

forthright – not just tolerating them. Reds will respect  



you for this. They will perceive your directness as  

respect for your ideas. Your forthright willingness to 

stand up for them will not be missed by them.  

Interrupting strongly to get your point across, although 

uncomfortable for you, once again will be perceived as 

personal strength.” 

 

As he spoke, the facilitator was aware of the discomfort 

the Greens were experiencing at the thought of being  

more forceful and forthright when associating with 

Reds.  

 

“It’s one thing to be aware of the shifts needed to adapt 

to your opposite, but don’t be surprised if it feels  

uncomfortable or counterintuitive because that’s  

entirely expected when we’re acting opposite to what 

comes naturally to us.” 

 

The Greens looked no more at ease following his  

exhortation but there was a sense on their faces that 

they understood that it would work nonetheless. 

 

“So now to the Blues,” he challenged. “What is it that 

you can do to better relate to your opposite?” 

 

Once again Wolf spoke on behalf of the Blues. “We 

thought if we could just teach Yellow the importance of  

 



some aspects of detail then they would appreciate our  

position and maybe even realize how important planning 

and organization is.” 

 

“Once again,” said the facilitator, “that’s the equivalent 

of throwing a lasso over the Yellows and dragging them 

back to your world, rather than moving towards their 

corner. An Yellow will be more likely to listen to your  

rationale for detail, and even supply more facts and  

figures, if you take the time to ask them about their 

world – even take the time to tell them about your world. 

For instance, Yellows would love it if first thing on a 

Monday morning you were to ask them about their  

weekend.” 

 

“Yes!” cried Granma. “Ask us about our weekend and 

show genuine interest and we’d be happy to engage in the 

detail with you. But diving straight into goal-based talk 

first thing on a Monday morning makes us feel like we’re 

just a source of income for you rather than a human  

being!” 

 

“What you’ll find,” the facilitator quickly continued, “is 

any attempt to adapt to another personality type will be 

difficult in the short term but it will pay good dividends 

in the long run.” 



“I guess we could also ask ourselves just how much  

detail is required at the present time,” said Wolf in  

response. 

 

“Perfect!” said the facilitator. “If you don’t need all the 

information in one go, then ask for it piecemeal from an 

Yellow. They’ll appreciate you making the effort to  

accommodate their aversion to detail.” 

 

“But there really are some rules and regulations that 

just can’t be ignored or skirted around,” said Wolf. 

 

“You’re quite right.  So try and explain the reason 

‘why’ to an Yellow because they tend to like the bigger 

picture. Helping them to understand the reason behind 

the  regulation or even the reason for your need for data 

or a plan, will help them to help you. Remember – 

they’re more ‘people’ oriented than ‘goal’ oriented, so 

try to appeal to the people side of their nature.” 

 

“That makes sense,” said Wolf. “I know that as Blues 

we are so naturally accepting of things like policies and  

procedures that we often don’t bother to find out the 

‘reason why’. Therefore it wouldn’t hurt us to think 

more about the ‘bigger picture’ too.” 

 

“That’s a good way to think of it!” said the facilitator.  

 

 

 



 

 

“Both Reds and Yellows tend to make quick decisions, 

whereas Blues and Greens tend to think things through 

more slowly and thoroughly. Now let’s hear from the 

Reds. How can you better communicate with the 

Greens?” 

 

“Firstly Greens – again sorry about 

that ‘lobotomy’ comment earlier,”  

said Red, acting as the group’s  

spokesperson once again. 

 

The facilitator dived in, not wanting to miss a 

‘teachable moment’. 

 

“Sorry to interrupt you, but I want to acknowledge 

your apology as a perfect example of a Red actually  

adjusting their natural style to relate better with the 

Greens. Do you appreciate her apology?” he asked,  

facing towards the Green group who were now standing 

in their opposite corner. 

 

“Absolutely!” replied Woody. “I don’t know how  

natural it is for a Red to apologize, but I’m guessing it’s 

not too instinctive so it means even more to us.” 

 

 

 



“You’re right,” said Red. “It doesn’t come naturally to 

me. It’s not so much that I’m too stubborn or proud to 

say sorry, but rather it feels like it could be a bit of a 

waste of time and even a distraction from the main  

objective.” 

 

“The thing with the Greens,” added the facilitator, “is 

that relationships are their main objective.” 

 

“Yeah, I can see that,” said Red. “We could definitely 

make more of an effort to listen to the thoughts and  

ideas of Greens. The problem is, it takes them so long 

before they actually have anything to say. If I have  

something to say you’ll hear it from me. If not, my  

silence is an indicator that I don’t.” 

 

“Or that we’re bored with the topic!” added another  

member of the Red group. 

 

“Here’s the important point,” said the facilitator. 

“Don’t think that because a Green isn’t speaking they 

have nothing to say. Tell me Greens – why might you 

be quiet on a subject?” 

 

“Because we’re naturally polite,” said Woody. “I’ll  

admit that like the Blues, it can take a while for us to 

process our thoughts. But chances are, if a Red is doing  

 

 



all the talking and we’re not, it’s because we haven’t been 

asked for our opinion.” 

 

“But if you really valued your opinion,” said Red, “then 

surely you’d speak up without being asked?” 

 

“We do value our opinion,” countered Woody, wary of 

this turning into a debate, “but not as much as we value 

you and our relationship with you.” 

 

“Wow!” said Red. “That sure is a whole other way of  

looking at the world. So you just need to be asked more?” 

 

“That’s exactly right,” said Woody. “And what’s more, 

I’m guessing that when you come across as blunt and to 

the point, it’s just you being yourself with no intention to 

offend?” 

 

“Absolutely no intention,” said Red. “I will admit there’s 

probably room for us to take a little more time to consider 

how best to approach you Greens.” 

 

“You would certainly benefit from doing exactly that,” 

agreed the facilitator. “So lastly, Yellows – tell us how 

you see yourselves adapting your style to better relate to 

the Blues?” 



Granma spoke on behalf of the group once more.  

 

“It’s really hard relating to the Blues. It feels like we 

have to slow down and calm down when that’s just not 

us. But how might we adapt? We think we could spend 

some time talking to them about themselves so all of 

the conversation isn’t focused on us.” 

 

“It will certainly work to talk less around 

the Blues,” said the facilitator.  

 

“However, those Blues who are quite introverted and 

very goal and process orientated, may not even  

appreciate talking about themselves. You need to think  

about their world and what they feel comfortable with – 

facts and figures, details and a methodical approach. 

They may even find social and personal talk about  

themselves awkward, so you could do better by focusing 

on goal related conversation.” 

 

“That’s true,” said Granma. “We also thought that we 

in the Yellow group should be more respectful of  

systems and administrative process. Actually just  

saying those words makes us nervous.” Those of her 

group nodded in agreement.  “I think we just need to… 

ah… well, think more I guess.” 

 

 



The Blues clapped enthusiastically at that admission 

and everyone laughed. 

 

“That’s some fantastic work that you’ve done here this 

morning!” said the facilitator enthusiastically. “We’ve 

got lunch happening in the main restaurant in 30 

minutes, but before that I want you to get back into 

your tree hut teams at one of the tables.” 

 

The Try Hards sat together and began to debrief the  

personality styles exercise with some question cards 

that the facilitator had left in the center of the table. 

Even after such a short time with the activity, each of 

the members seemed to have a new appreciation of the  

other styles, and particularly their opposites as  

evidenced by their willingness to sit next to each other. 

There was laughter and a fair amount of affirmative 

nodding and even back slapping, so the morning’s  

session had obviously had the intended impact. 



T     he second month of the hut building competition  

began in reverse order with the Try-Hards finishing off 

Woody’s tree hut first, then Granma’s, then Wolf’s and 

finally Red’s. 

 

Things were certainly different as a result of the  

facilitated personalities’ session. For a start, Woody and 

Red weren’t ignoring each other as ‘personality  

opposites’ and neither were Granma and Wolf.  

 

The same sort of issues still arose like Red being 

straight and direct, Granma being her happy-go-lucky 

self, Wolf needing accuracy rather than approximations 

and Woody needing to make sure everyone was okay. 

But despite these perpetual differences, everyone 

seemed much more aware of the extremities of their  

temperament and made a genuine effort to adjust where 

necessary. 

 

On the first night at Woody’s place, Red was clearly  

 

 

 

BACK TO THE  

COMPETITION 



aware of her capacity to dominate the conversation and 

even said at the outset, “I’m going to make a real effort 

not to take over in these briefings. If I do, feel free to tell 

me to shut up. I honestly won’t be offended.” 

 

When they shifted to Granma’s home the following week, 

everyone could see Granma was making an effort to tone 

down her joking, particularly around Wolf and also those 

members of the production crew that were quieter and 

real thinking types. She was even overheard talking to 

Wolf on the Monday at her place.  

 

“Wolf,” she said. “If you find that I’m slipping into story 

telling mode then it’s totally okay for you to pull me up 

and suggest that you need me to stay on track.”   

 

Wolf said he was sure that wouldn’t be necessary, but he 

was very pleased to be given permission to keep her on 

task all the same, and he was more than confident that he 

would be utilizing that permission by the end of the 

week. 

 

Although Woody was essentially still the same caring 

young man, the off-site training exercise had been  

extremely useful to him. He was now making an effort 

not to take suggestions in such a sensitive manner and 

even trying to lessen his attempts to look after the needs  

 



of the crew. His focus and his attention on his team 

were about finishing off his tree hut. 

 

“This may surprise you,” Red said to the other three  

members of her team, as they sat outside having  

breakfast on the Monday morning at her place during 

the final week of the competition, “Despite my desire to 

win this thing, my focus has really been challenged by 

that instruction on our different personalities. It would 

be great to win – I so want to win! – and we will do as 

good a job as we can in that direction, but I really want 

to work on the way that I relate to you all. I can see 

now that life is going to work out so much better for my 

son and for other members of my friends and family, if I 

make the most of my time here to work on that as 

well.” 

 

“Funny that you should say that Red,” said Granma. 

“I feel exactly the same. That day at the hotel was a 

real eye opener for me also. I’m not planning on being 

anyone but myself, and I can really do that when I’m 

around other Yellows like I was when we did the  

exercise, but I’m trying much harder to work out what 

other people’s personalities now are. I’m especially  

enjoying people like my good friend Wolf here. I must 

have driven him crazy, and others like him over the 

years!” and she laughed like only she could, “but now  



things in me have changed.”  

 

The other three laughed with her, appreciating that her 

reason for laughing was due to positive self-awareness 

which they were grateful for.  

 

“I’m the same,” said Woody, “but rather than feeling like 

I’ve let other people down, I feel more like I’ve let myself 

down over the years with valuing other people’s opinions 

above my own. The day at the hotel with that facilitator 

helped me to see that for people like you Red, unless I  

respect myself enough to speak up, it’s harder for you to 

respect me.” 

 

“That’s exactly r…” began Red. 

 

“Please don’t interrupt me while I’m talking!” said 

Woody forcefully but with a wide grin on his face. “I’m 

now the new forthright Woody.” 

 

At first Red looked somewhat taken aback by his  

abruptness, but when she noticed the broad grin spread 

across his face she burst out laughing. The other two  

members of the Try Hard team also laughed in  

acknowledgement of Woody’s convincing transformation. 

 

“It’s been really hard for me to shift,” said Wolf once the 



laughter had died down. “I guess the main thing is I’m 

much more aware of how slow my decision making  

process is compared to others, and therefore how much 

pressure I must put on people to come up with the detail 

that I need (that they maybe don’t). So I am going to try 

to ask questions to myself like, ‘Do I need this much  

detail right now?’ and, ‘Can I focus on the people side of 

things a bit more?’ I think I’ll always be a slower decider 

than the likes of Red and Granma, but now I can  

appreciate their decisiveness more.” 

 

 



T      he cohesion of the Try Hards team in the second 

month was a vast improvement on the first. It made for 

more effective teamwork as morale soared and  

cooperation increased. All the huts were finished to a high 

standard and the team members were feeling full of hope 

regarding their chances of winning.  

 

Things had improved so dramatically that after the  

judging of the first three tree huts, the Try Hards were 

only one point behind the leading team, the ‘All Talks’, (a 

team solely consisting of Reds and Yellows).   

 

Now all that was left was to add the audience votes for 

the final tree hut to decide the reality show’s winner. The  

venue for the announcement of the winning team had 

been cast by lot and Red’s home had been drawn as the 

lucky one. 

 

Despite the tension waiting for the audience votes to be  

collated, the members of the Try Hard team could not  
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have looked more different from that of a month ago. 

Red and Granma were still louder than the other two, 

but they were clearly making an effort to tone things 

down and involve the others in the conversation. Wolf 

and Woody for their part were also trying to be a little 

more outgoing.  

 

A month ago Wolf’s conversation would have been 

around the technical aspects of the voting system and 

the flaws in the system that he had identified from 

online articles he’d read. Now though, he knew it wasn’t 

the time to raise such concerns.  

 

Woody had made a real effort 

for his own sake primarily to 

spend a lot more time with Red, trying to understand 

what made her ‘tick’ and volunteering his own opinion 

much more freely during the last few moments of the 

competition. 

 

“Well, online voting has now closed,” said the show’s 

host. “We now have the totals of the audience votes for 

the final tree hut plus the scores for the previous three 

based on the opinions of our panel of expert judges.”   

 

The prizes were highlighted once again, as they had 

been repeatedly throughout the show, and it was now  

 

 

 



time to announce the grand winner. 

 

“It now gives me the greatest of pleasure,” continued 

the host, pausing for dramatic effect, “to announce this  

season’s winner of ‘My Free Hut’. Remember that every 

member of the winning team will have their tree hut 

paid for in full, along with the other prizes just  

mentioned.  So who wants to know the name of the  

winning team?” 

 

“WE DO!” shouted the teams in unison, and the large  

audience that had gathered for the spectacle. 

 

“This year’s winner, by the smallest of margins, goes 

to,” and there was a long pause…….. “THE TRY 

HARDS!!” 

 

Granma squealed with joy and ran around high fiving 

everyone that she could. 

 



Woody let out an uncharacteristic “Yee Ha!” and leapt as 

high into the air as his reserved nature would let him 

(which was considerably higher than he would have 

jumped a month ago). 

 

Wolf thrust his fist into the air, then pulled it down  

immediately when he realized that he had reacted out of 

character. Then, having thought about how  

dysfunctional his team was by the end of the first month, 

and how much better they’d related in the last four 

weeks, he smiled to himself, made another fist and thrust 

it out in front of himself (with his arm not quite so  

outstretched this time… no need for soft tissue strains…). 

 

Red was absolutely thrilled to have won, but her  

newfound awareness precluded her from thinking that it 

was all her doing (which would have been her natural  

inclination).  So instead of her usual ‘one woman  

celebration’ that might have suited her at the start of the 

competition, she went over to Woody and hugged him 

and thanked him as part of the winning team. She did the 

same with Wolf, but before she could even think of doing 

it to Granma, she was bear-hugged by the woman herself.   

 

“I’m so proud of you Red!” said Granma with tears  

starting to roll down her face. “I don’t care really whether  

we won or not - what I am enjoying is the effort you  

 

 



made to adapt your personality to ours in the last four 

weeks. You were outstanding! That was the biggest win 

of all!”  

 

Woody and Wolf joined them and they all knew that soon 

they would be celebrating well into the small hours of the 

morning. 



 

The four temperament types were first noted in  

Greco-Roman medicine and Hippocrates incorporated them 

into his medical theories. They were originally known as:  

1. Sanguine (the optimist leader),  

2. Choleric (the driven leader), 

3. Phlegmatic (the relaxed and peaceful one) 

4. Melancholic (the analytical, quiet one). 

 

In this book we have used the following descriptions to help 

us remember the different types and their  

characteristics: 

1. Sanguine: Yellow sun, sports car 

2. Choleric: Red fire, fire engine 

3. Phlegmatic: Green forest, bus 

4. Melancholic: Blue sea, smart car 
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